Create, share and collaborate.

Welcome to GMS Cloud
GMS Cloud is a suite of business productivity
applications designed to enhance the way in which you
communicate and connect with the world.

With family, with friends, with colleagues.

GMS Cloud means Greater Efficiency, Better
Accessibility and Lower Total Cost of Ownership.
For business and at home.
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GMS Cloud is our ever-expanding cloud suite built around
business-grade email that will allow you and your business
to leverage the benefits and resources of the cloud
environment, eliminating the need for costly infrastructure
and time-consuming maintenance.
With GMS Cloud you can also get Office utilities, integrated
video conferencing, project management, smart calendars,
mobile device access, cloud storage, and more. All as a costeffective and user-friendly alternative to Office365.

Make GMS Cloud your
business productivity
solution

GMS Cloud is designed for flexibility and accessibility and
can be yours for as little as GBP £3 per user, per month.
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GMS Cloud isn’t just for businesses and
organisations. It’s for use at home too.

Using GMS
Cloud at Home

Our GMS Cloud consumer variant gives
dedicated, individual users a costeffective, efficient and accessible means
of using powerful cloud toolsets from the
comfort of their own home.

Replete with a variety of innovative and versatile
apps, GMS Cloud at Home is available from GBP
£1 per month (for individual use only), with
Office tools available at an additional cost.
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The Small / Medium
Business (SMB) Solution
For the SM B - powerful cloud email tools for business

Relevant, core cloud apps for business:
01.

› Complete email solution
› Document storage and sharing
› Office apps for documents, spreadsheets, presentations

02.

Mobile access and personal data synchronisation
(ActiveSync, Cal/ CardDAV and native)

03.

Desktop and webmail access to cloud storage

05.

Powerful groupware user groups – share calendars,
group resources and schedule appointments

04.

Virus and spam protection

06.

Custom domain integration (user@mycompany.com)
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The Advantages of GMS Cloud
For Business
With comprehensive features and flexible
licensing options, GMS Cloud is the ideal fit for
growing businesses, with a low initial outlay.
For Home
Bringing the power and innovation of GMS Cloud
home means you can share your great ideas with
family and friends, with minimal cost and ease of setup.
For Everyone
With GMS Cloud the message is clear: the ideal
alternative solution to Office365, made to make
your life easier.
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GMS Cloud Service Options
Cloud email for
Enterprise, SMB &
Consumer

Cloud storage and
documents
management

Cloud office
applications

URL and web
filtering for Telcos
and SMBs

Cloud malware protection
(AV/ AS/ IP reputation)
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GMS Cloud Apps - Email
Modern
webmail client

Deep MS Outlook
integration

Multiple mobile
access options

Groupware
and sharing

Calendars, Contacts, Notes & Tasks
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GMS Cloud Apps - Storage
Modern, flat
UI design

File & Folder
management

Flexible
storage quotas

Local GMS
Drive sync

Sharing
by email

Sharing by link

Security controls

Integrate 3rd party
storage services
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GMS Drive –
Store And Collaborate
Store, share, and collaborate with Drive from GMS. Developed
to work seamlessly with your overall GMS experience, Drive is
integrated with GMS Webspace, allowing you to upload and
store files so that you can access them wherever you go.

SHARE YOUR W ORK AND W ORK LOAD
Collaborate more effectively by sharing any document either by
email or in browser to achieve your goals, complete projects and
meet deadlines. Choose what content you want to share and
password protect any sensitive information. Work with others on
anything – from spreadsheets to videos and everything in
between. Share entire folders and child folders with a single click.

NEVER LOSE TRACK

› GMS Drive provides cloud-based storage, increasing what
you can accomplish with the GMS Cloud service, giving you
access your stored documents wherever you are, and
improving your ability to accomplish tasks. You can upload
and store all of your files safely and securely: photos, videos,
documents, PDFs and more.
› GMS Drive can be accessed in Webspace and through any
modern browser via custom generated URLs, in your home
or in your office. You can install the GMS Drive app on your
PC to work offline, and merge any changes to your
documents automatically.

GMS Drive enhances the contemporary and responsive GMS
Webspace client. Utilizing the same UI, navigating, searching,
and using it is simple and satisfying. Real-time email
notifications let you know when someone wants to share a
file with you, and you can manage shared items effectively
within the Webspace dashboard.
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GMS Office
GMS Office delivers a secure, professional and collaborative
solution to creating, editing and managing your documents, whether
they’re text documents, spreadsheets or presentations.
With collaborative editing and optimised use with GMS Drive, your
work becomes a team effort.
Your data remains safe and secure thanks to a layered approach to
security and the proactive management of over eight million
lines of code.
Powered by Collabora, GMS Office uses the unparalleled file format
support and rendering capabilities of Libre-Office.
And, with file-sharing and syncing tightly integrated into the
enterprise-grade groupware, storage, and email capabilities of GMS,
your document suite becomes a hub of activity. Online or offline.

A space where you can create and share your ideas
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GMS Cloud - Office
GMS Cloud services can include
powerful office suite tools that
works across multiple platforms
and devices. Enabling access to
documents from any location, and
authoring new content – save &
share work with GMS Drive.

Uses can create, view, and edit
over one hundred document
formats in the browser or on
mobile devices and use the
desktop editor for full-featured
offline editing.

Document Support:
› DOC, DOCX, PPT, PPTX,
XLS, XLSX + ODF
› Import/ View Visio,
Publisher, + 100 more
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GMS Cloud Apps: Online Office Capability

DRIVE

PPT

DOCX

XLSX
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GMS Cloud is A Competitive Advantage
Get more for less. GMS Cloud shares functionality with the likes of Office 365, except you can expect to make
use of all its integrated business productivity apps for a significantly lower total cost of ownership (TCO).

GBP £3 per user, per month for access to
core email, sharing capabilities, 30GB of cloud
storage, full malware protection, and support.

For just GBP £1 extra per user, per
month, you can also enjoy our
integrated collaborative office suite.

With project management tools soon to be
incorporated into the GMS Suite, you can expect
to make even greater savings when you choose
GMS Cloud. GMS Projects will be available soon,
for a considerably smaller supplementary fee.

For the most basic package of Office 365
for Business, you can expect to shell out
GBP £.7.90 per user, per month.

That includes familiar Office apps,
cloud storage and sharing, but
business-grade email will cost extra.

Office 365’s mid-level project management
tool, Project Pro, will also set you back a
substantial sum, excluding Office applications
and services.
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A New Way Of
Navigating GMS Cloud
GMS Cloud is a complete business communications and productivity solution
and it’s available in a variety of subscription formats – from the core package,
focusing on providing essential email, webmail, malware protection, cloud
storage and support; to the powerful bundles, which include GMS Office, video
conferencing, and GMS Projects.

W ebspace

Drive

Projects

GSM Cloud

Office

GM S Cloud has the means to help your business flourish.

We have built in new navigation to the GMS Cloud products –
emphasising accessibility and ease of use.

Subscribe, login, access your products!

M eet

A suite office applications designed to enhance the way
in which you communicate and connect with the world.

GMS Cloud offers discrete access to the whole array of subscribed
apps, either via our new app suite portal, or by seamlessly
transitioning between them in the core Webspace client interface.
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GM S Of f i ce St an dal on e
With the forthcoming standalone app interface for GMS
Cloud, individual apps will also get unique navigation
interfaces that will emphasise ease of use and more quick and
efficient access to features.
GMS Office is among the first of GMS Cloud’s business
productivity apps to receive the overhaul, providing users with
a clear and seamless UI experience, whether they’re creating
word documents, sharing spreadsheets, or collaborating on
presentations. Thumbnails have also been added to allow
quick access to “recently worked on” documents.
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Pr oject M an agem en t wi t h GM S
GMS Projects is our project management app, integrated with GMS
Webspace, that will give you all the tools you need to plan projects,
manage your time, allocate resources and optimise your business.
Project management and business
productivity in one complete package

Email is critical. There’s no doubt about it. But when it comes to
project management software, the level of email’s requirement has
always been debateable. Extracting lengthy comms from email
threads of often difficult, for example.
This is why, with GMS Projects, we want to bridge the gap
between email and project management by leveraging the
capabilities of our existing GMS Cloud suite, offering project
management functionality with the added bonus of integrated
email, collaborative Office tools, cloud storage, and more.
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Project management made easy
No longer will you need to trawl through various separate
applications for email, storage and project management utilities.
GMS Projects will link emails, documents and events, whilst also
providing clear visibility on the status and progress of individual
tasks, projects and other business-related activities.
The key to operational agility
Plan, track, collaborate and get more done, together. GMS Projects
will give your business the operational agility it needs to grow.
You’ll be able to create and organise projects and tasks, keep on
top of timeline events, resources and communication channels.
You’ll be able to utilise various project types and templates, such
as Kanban, Ticketing and IT development. Or you can just use
simple task and event management templates; or design your own.
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Choosing your
GMS Cloud subscription

Features
Compare Package Features

GSM Cloud Basic

GSM Cloud +
Office

€3
Per user per month

€4
Per user per month

30GB

30GB

Standard

Standard

GMS Web Space

Full Sharing Support

Calendars and Address books

GMS Cloud offers subscription types to suit your every
business need.

GSM Drive

GSM Office

And now with a new subscription configurator, we’ve
made it easy to find and compare the package most
suitable for you and your organisation.

GSM Projects

GSM Meet

Coming in four main flavours, your GMS Cloud instance
can have as many, or as few, features as you like. From
standard packages including GMS Webspace, telephone
and email support, cloud storage, calendars and address
books; to comprehensive solutions that have all of that
as well as office tools, video conferencing, and our
inaugural project management system.

Malware Protection

Tel & Email Support

Outlook Integration

Multi-device access

SSL/ TLS Encryption

Mobile device access
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GMS Cloud – All the apps, all the features
GM S Cloud – Everything you could need

GM S

GM S W ebspace

GM S Drive

GM S Office

GM S Projects

GM S M eet

M alware protection

Inclusive support

Email anywhere,
from any device, at
any time.

Cloud file
storage and
sharing with
loads of
capacity.

A powerful
browser and
desktop
alternative to MS
Office.

Project and
task
management
made easy.

Multi-party
video
conferencing
direct to your
browser.

Anti-spam and antivirus protection,
powered by Cyren.

Unlimited email
and telephone
support from a
team of
experienced
engineers.
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GMS Cloud Services Support
An ongoing, direct ISV/ client relationship

Intellectual property
control & custom
development options

Managed deployment
and ongoing
tailored support

Cloud hosted or incountry data centre
integration
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